Water cut virtual sensor design using a Neo-fuzzy neuron and Statistical techniques in oil production
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Abstract: - In this work a water cut virtual sensor for an oil extraction process test separator is presented. This virtual sensor is constructed using the pressure, temperature, flow and water cut variables measurement, taken using physical sensors. A previous data processing using statistical techniques is applied for determining the relation between the variables and for detecting possible atypical data. Some wells clusters are obtained from wells with similar behaviors in the considered variables and a model for each group or individual well is obtained, using a Neo-Fuzzy neuron.
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1 Introduction

The operation principle of physical variables sensors has experienced great changes throughout history. Due to the increasing use of the digital computer in supervision and industrial process control, it have arise digital computer-based sensors called “virtual sensors”, which are used when is difficult to measure important variables or when the respective sensor is very expensive, too slow or inexact; in these situations the virtual sensors become necessary and nowadays they are more and more popular. Virtual sensors are programs that infer the value of a variable from the existing information about other variables. The programs can consist of a mathematical model, heuristic models or intelligent model [1].

The intelligent models that have been widely used as virtual sensors are the artificial neural networks and the fuzzy models. In this application the intelligent models are used to make complex associations, nonlinear and highly multidimensional between the existing data on other variables and the variable to be estimated [1].

Artificial neural networks consist of a system that tries to emulate the biological neural networks behavior concerning the learning and the generalization capability. With the purpose of taking advantage of artificial neural networks and the capacity of handling vague information provided by the fuzzy logic models, a new structure called Neo-fuzzy neuron has been proposed [4, 9, 12], which has demonstrated to give good results in behavior representation of complex systems.

The data concerning process variables that will be used to find relations must be representative of the process, which is verified by means of the application of certain statistical techniques and insured by means of controlled experiments design.

In the crude handling processes at the oil industry, a key variable exists that is the water cut level, which is defined as the amount of water present in the crude and is measured mainly at flow stations, where the dehydration chemical treatment for the crude begins [2].

Usually, water cut level has been measured using very expensive devices for the industry; so, at the moment the disposition of these sensors in all the flow stations is very difficult.

This work is based on the necessity to determine the water cut level without incurring in elevated costs associated to the acquisition and maintenance of a physical sensor, but making use of the existing information on other variables of the process, provided by other sensors.
2 Virtual Sensors Application and Design

Virtual Sensors implantation can be done by means of dedicated software or through specific computational tools for the execution of neural networks structures algorithms, fuzzy logic or from mathematical models estimation that approximate the processes dynamics [3].

A virtual sensor can be interpreted as a map that transforms input signals from a process into a considered variable, where the transformation is learned by the virtual sensor structure, according to the interrelations between the input variables and the variable to be estimated. Figure 1 depicts the illustration of a virtual sensor [3].

![Figure 1. Virtual sensor illustration](image)

3 Neo Fuzzy Neuron

Neo-fuzzy neuron constitutes a tool that offers great advantages for modeling complex systems by the simplicity of its structure, consisting of a single neuron, which the difference enormously of the artificial neuronal networks, where several neurons are included and can be numerous when the system to be modeled is very complex. Whereas in artificial neural networks it is necessary to change the number of layers, the number of neurons in each layer and the activation function to find the structure that obtains a good adjustment, in the neo-fuzzy neuron it is only necessary to change the number of fuzzy partitions in the input variables, allowing this way to find the most suitable structure with greater facility.

The structure of the neo-fuzzy neuron is shown in figure 2, where the synaptic weights are not constant but nonlinear functions of the inputs, represented by fuzzy logic models based on a collection of “If – Then” rules, that use an approximated reasoning in the inference process. This structure does not have an activation function, but it posses a summing point that generates the output when adding the fuzzy logic model outputs for each input [4, 9].

![Figure 2. Neo-fuzzy Neuron](image)

The input variables spaces are divided in several segments that will constitute the fuzzy subgroups of each variable. Each of these segments, as it is shown in figure 3, is characterized by a triangular complementary membership function.

![Figure 3. Membership Functions](image)

The output synapses of each fuzzy logic model is obtained by means of an inference mechanism using fuzzyfication and defuzzyfication processes as is shown in figure 4.

![Figure 4. Neo fuzzy Neuron Synapse](image)
The fuzzy neuron output “y” is given by the following equation:

\[ y = f_1(x_1) + f_2(x_2) + ... + f_m(x_m) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} f_j(x_i) \]

3.1. Neo-fuzzy Neuron Learning

As in conventional artificial neural networks, learning in a Neo-fuzzy neuron consists about synapse modification in such a way that the errors between the desired outputs of the neuron outputs are minimized. Considering that in Neo Fuzzy neurons the synapse is represented by a fuzzy logic model with a set of “If – Then” rules, whose consequent are constant weights, and for a single signal input two rules are always activated, the constant weights of each synapse that influence the output are two and these are due to modify to obtain the desired output. This way, the learning for a Neo fuzzy neuron consists of modifying two constant weight of each synapse, corresponding to the activated rules related to a specific input, until obtaining the desired output. This is made by means of gradient descendent algorithm with the objective of minimizing an error functional.

4 Statistical Techniques

For virtual sensors construction, there is a group of statistical techniques important to take into account:

4.1. Correlation Coefficients

The correlation coefficient between two variables provides a measurement of the linear association among them. The correlation coefficient takes values in the interval [-1, 1] and is 1 or -1 when the linear dependency between a pair of variables is exact.

4.2 Outliers Detection

Atypical data, also known as outliers, are defined as those data that have a unique characteristics combination that clearly difference them of others. Atypical data cannot be characterized as beneficial or problematic, but they must be analyzed in order to determine the type of information is providing. The problem of these data is that could not be representative of the population and could distort the inferred behavior using a model. Also it can happen that, although they are different from most of the data, belong to a valid segment of the population and, therefore, this indicates the representativeness lack of the sampled data [5].

Although there are diverse techniques for identifying outliers, the decision to exclude or not an atypical data depend on the investigator opinion, and when it is classified as atypical it must be made a study to determine the cause of this fact because this cause can be errors of registry data [6].

4.3. Cluster Analysis

A widely used technique for making observations groups with similar behaviors is the cluster analysis. The objective of the cluster analysis is grouping the observations in such a form that the observations from a same group are very similar respect to the considered variables and that observations included in different groups have a different behavior with respect to these variables [7].

4.4. Random sampling

Sampling is a statistic tool that has as objective to determine a part from a universe that must be studied in order to make inferences concerning the whole universe. Between the advantages of the sampling tool are that they allow to obtain greater exactitude and greater focus in the obtained results [8].

5 Water Cut Virtual Sensor Design

5.1 Environment conditions.

Wells extracted flow, contain crude, gas, and also presents water concentration and other impurities, which generates a multiphasic state. In such sense, a crude - gas separation process is made to the flow collected at stations, and then it is measured the water cut. This allows concluding, depending on its value, if the extraction method needs to be changed.

The selected device used for making the water cut virtual sensor design is a test separator, also known as measurement separator. The water cut measurements are made by means of installed physical equipment located at the test separator output. At the separator output there are available also pressure, temperature and flow measurements provided by another installed sensor.

The selected test separator receives crude out coming from 29 different wells, identified by numbers from 1 to 29.
5.2 Statistical analysis

Calculation of Correlations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Water Cut</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Flow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water Cut</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>0.10982291</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>-0.03909244</td>
<td>0.19409418</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>-0.05730942</td>
<td>-0.44046204</td>
<td>-0.06584726</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be appreciated in table 1, that correlations between the variables are very low. When it was made training with diverse conventional neural structures, different parameters and configurations, was not obtained appropriate generalization results with low estimation errors.

Wells clustering:

When detecting very low correlations between water cut and pressure, temperature and flow variables, and not finding a neural model that can be adjusted to the experimental data, it was important to make wells groups with similar behaviors concerning the four considered variables. The behavior difference between wells was verified when finding very similar values of pressure, temperature and flow associated to very different water cut values, corresponding to different wells.

The wells groups with similar behaviors concerning water cut, pressure, temperature and flow variables, was obtained using the French software Spad V4.5 [16, 17]. The identified groups are the following ones:


Group II: Wells 3, 19, 21 y 25.

Group III: Wells 1, 5, 8, 11, 14, 22, 23 y 27.

Group IV: Wells 2, 6, 10, 12, 28 y 29.

Group V: Wells 4, 7, 9, 18, 13 y 26.

Well 17 was not considered for having very few data of the considered variables.

After calculating the correlations matrices for each wells group, it were appraised that the correlation between each consider independent variable (pressure, temperature and flow) and the dependent variable (water cut) is very low; nevertheless, it was tried to find neural models that can be used for making the water cut estimation from the other variables information.

Atypical Data Detection:

With the purpose of detecting atypical values, applying the central limit theorem, it was assumed that each variable has approximately a normal distribution and it was given the standardization to each one of them. Values located outside the interval [- 3, 3], that can be considered as atypical data, were not eliminated initially for making the training of the neural structures because of the ignorance of their origin. They were considered as atypical values, and eliminated of the training files, only when those values outside the interval [- 3.3] widely affect finding some neural structure fitness for the test and training patterns; as it will be indicated more ahead, this did not happen in many cases.

5.3 Neo-Fuzzy Neuron Training

The scheme of the water cut virtual sensor using a Neo-fuzzy Neuron is presented in figure 5.

![Figure 5. Water cut virtual sensor using a Neo-fuzzy Neuron scheme](image-url)

Because it is not possible to obtain a single neural structure that models the complete system with all wells that are connected to the test separator, a Neo-fuzzy Neuron for each well group with similar behaviors can be trained and, according to the well that is connected to the test separator, a Neo-fuzzy neuron is activated for estimating the water cut value.

Because the Neo-fuzzy Neuron structure learning depends on the data quality used in the training stage; before separating the patterns in the test and
training files, a random sampling of the patterns was made.

5.4 Obtained results

After making several experiments with Neo-fuzzy Neurons, it was found some results as the shown next.

Well Groups I:

For the wells group I, conformed by wells 15, 16, 20 y 24 it was obtained the following results:

**Neo-fuzzy Neuron Structure:**

- Inputs Number: 3 inputs (pressure, temperature and flow)
- Output Number: 1 output (water cut level)
- Fuzzy sets Number:
  - 15 sets for pressure variable
  - 33 sets for temperature variable
  - 31 sets for flow variable
- Training Pattern Number: 126 (70 %)
- Testing Pattern Number: 54 (30 %)
- Training cycles Number: 250 cycles

It can be seen in Figure 6 the obtained results.

![Figure 6. Neo-fuzzy Neuron Test for wells group I](image)

The obtained Neo-fuzzy Neuron for wells group I does a good water cut estimation, having an average error for the training patterns of 9.5% and 12.5% for the testing patterns.

Wells Group IV:

For the wells group IV, conformed by wells 2, 6, 10, 12, 28 and 29 it was obtained the following results:

**Neo-fuzzy Neuron Structure:**

- Inputs Number: 3 inputs (pressure, temperature and flow)
- Output Number: 1 output (water cut level)
- Fuzzy sets Number:
  - 25 sets for pressure variable
  - 21 sets for temperature variable
  - 23 sets for flow variable
- Training Pattern Number: 39 (67 %)
- Testing Pattern Number: 19 (33 %)
- Training cycles Number: 350 cycles

It can be seen in Figure 7 the obtained results.

![Figure 7. Neo-fuzzy Neuron Test for wells group IV](image)

The obtained Neo-fuzzy Neuron for wells group IV gives very good water cut estimation, having an average error for the training patterns of 0.4% and 4.9% for the testing patterns.

6 Conclusion

The Neo-fuzzy neuron resulting from the concepts fusion of artificial neuronal networks and fuzzy logic turns out to be very useful for imitation complex systems, obtaining a good performance as far as the learning time required and the generalization capacity.

A necessary condition for obtaining an accurate virtual sensor using intelligent techniques is to have representative process data, with relevant information concerning the behavior, as much of the variable to be estimated and the other variables that will be used.

The statistical techniques are very useful for the selection of the data to be used for training and testing the neural structures. By means of a random
data sampling, representative data used in the training patterns can be included. The standardization technique makes important contributions in the identification of atypical observations; observations with standardized values outside the interval [-3, 3] can be included in the model once it is verified that the neural structure obtains a good learning; if the structure does not obtain a good learning, these observations must be eliminated. Cluster analysis offers great advantages in the determination of systems with similar characteristics, allowing, after appreciating different observations, making groups of those similar observations, and then obtaining a model of each group separately.

The relation between the pressure, temperature, flow and water cut variables in a test separator is determined by the characteristics of the well being tested. The percentage estimation of present water in the crude, from other measurements made in the separator, requires of wells groups with similar behaviors with respect to these variables and the training of a Neo-fuzzy Neuron structure for each group of this form.
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